2018 Suggested 7th Grade Reads
•

West Bridgewater Public Library

Sythe / Neal Shusterman

A world with no hunger, no disease, no war, no misery: humanity has conquered all those things, and has even conquered
death. Now Scythes are the only ones who can end life—and they are commanded to do so, in order to keep the size of the
population under control. First book in series – Arc of a Sythe

•

Batman: Nightwalker / Marie Lu

The Nightwalkers are terrorizing Gotham City, and Bruce Wayne is next on their list. Bruce is turning eighteen and inheriting his
family's fortune, not to mention the keys to Wayne Industries and all the tech gadgetry that he could ever desire. But on the
way home from his birthday party, he makes an impulsive choice that leads to community service at Arkham Asylum, the
infamous prison. There, he meets Madeleine Wallace, a brilliant killer with ties to the Nightwalkers. One of the DC Icons series

•

The Belles / Dhonielle Clayton

Camellia Beauregard is a Belle. In the opulent world of Orleans, Belles are revered, for they control Beauty, and Beauty is a
commodity coveted above all else. In Orleans, the people are born gray, they are born damned, and only with the help of a Belle
and her talents can they transform and be made beautiful.

•

The Middle School Novels series / James Patterson and Chris Tebbetts

Rafe Khatchadorian has enough problems at home without throwing his first year of middle school into the mix. Luckily, he's got
an ace plan for the best year ever: to break every rule in his school's oppressive Code of Conduct. Chewing gum in class: 5,000
points! Running in the hallway: 10,000 points! Pulling the fire alarm: 50,000 points! But when Rafe's game starts to catch up
with him, he'll have to decide if winning is all that matters, or if he's finally ready to face the rules, bullies, and truths he's been
avoiding.

•

The Crossover series: Crossover, Rebound, Booked / Kwame Alexander

The Bell twins are stars on the basketball court and comrades in life. While there are some differences—Josh shaves his head
and Jordan loves his locks—both twins adhere to the Bell basketball rules: In this game of life, your family is the court, and the
ball is your heart. With a former professional basketball player dad and an assistant principal mom, there is an intensely strong
home front supporting sports and education in equal measures. When life intervenes in the form of a hot new girl, the balance
shifts and growing apart proves painful. An accomplished author and poet, Alexander eloquently mashes up concrete poetry,
hip-hop, a love of jazz, and a thriving family bond. The effect is poetry in motion.

•

The Track series: Ghost, Patina, Sunny, Lu/ Jason Reynolds

Ghost. Lu. Patina. Sunny. Four kids from wildly different backgrounds with personalities that are explosive when they clash. But
they are also four kids chosen for an elite middle school track team—a team that could qualify them for the Junior Olympics if
they can get their acts together. They all have a lot to lose, but they also have a lot to prove, not only to each other, but to
themselves.

•

The Lunar Chronicles: Cinder, Scarlet, Cress, Winter / Marissa Meyer

Cinder, a gifted mechanic, is a cyborg. She's a second-class citizen with a mysterious past, reviled by her stepmother and blamed
for her stepsister's illness. But when her life becomes intertwined with the handsome Prince Kai's, she suddenly finds herself at
the center of an intergalactic struggle, and a forbidden attraction.

•

Dorothy Must Die series: 4 books in all / Danielle Paige

Dorothy Must Die is the telling of a second girl, Amy Gumm, who gets transported to Oz and discovers that the hero Dorothy
who conquered the Wicked Witch of the West is now some kind of tyrannical monster and has made the once shinning Oz into
a retched nightmare. The Scarecrow, Tin Man and Lion have likewise been corrupted and only Amy - along with the other
remaining Wicked Witches - can set things right.

•

The Babysitters Club: The Truth about Stacey : graphic novel / Raina Telgemeier

Poor Stacey. She just moved to a new town, is still coming to terms with her diabetes, and is facing baby-sitting problems left
and right. Fortunately, Stacey has three new friends -- Kristy, Claudia, and Mary Anne. Together they're the BSC -- and they will
deal with whatever's thrown their way.

•

Roller Girl/ Victoria Jamieson

For most of her twelve years, Astrid has done everything with her best friend Nicole. But after Astrid falls in love with roller
derby and signs up for derby camp, Nicole decides to go to dance camp instead. And so begins the most difficult summer of
Astrid's life as she struggles to keep up with the older girls at camp, hang on to the friend she feels slipping away, and cautiously
embark on a new friendship.

•

The Summer I Turned Pretty series / Jenny Han

Belly measures her life in summers. Everything good, everything magical happens between the months of June and August.
Winters are simply a time to count the weeks until the next summer, a place away from the beach house, away from Susannah,
and most importantly, away from Jeremiah and Conrad. They are the boys that Belly has known since her very first summer -they have been her brother figures, her crushes, and everything in between. But one summer, one wonderful and terrible
summer, the more everything changes, the more it all ends up just the way it should have been all along.

•

The Cherub series: Mission One: The Recruit / Robert Muchamore

CHERUB agents are highly trained, extremely talented--and all under the age of seventeen. For official purposes, these agents
do not exist. They are sent out on missions to spy on terrorists, hack into crucial documents, and gather intel on global threats—
all without gadgets or weapons. It is an extremely dangerous job, but these agents have one critical advantage: adults never
suspect that teens are spying on them.

•

The War That Saved My Life, The War I Finally Won / Kimberly Brubaker Bradley

Ten-year-old Ada has never left her one-room apartment. Her mother is too humiliated by Ada’s twisted foot to let her outside.
So when her little brother Jamie is shipped out of London to escape the war, Ada doesn’t waste a minute—she sneaks out to
join him. So begins a new adventure for Ada, and for Susan Smith, the woman who is forced to take the two kids in. As Ada
teaches herself to ride a pony, learns to read, and watches for German spies, she begins to trust Susan—and Susan begins to
love Ada and Jamie. But in the end, will their bond be enough to hold them together through wartime? Or will Ada and her
brother fall back into the cruel hands of their mother?

•

Warcross / Marie Lu

For the millions who log in every day, Warcross isn’t just a game—it’s a way of life. The obsession started ten years ago and its
fan base now spans the globe, some eager to escape from reality and others hoping to make a profit. Struggling to make ends
meet, teenage hacker Emika Chen works as a bounty hunter, tracking down Warcross players who bet on the game illegally. But
the bounty-hunting world is a competitive one, and survival has not been easy. To make some quick cash, Emika takes a risk and
hacks into the opening game of the international Warcross Championships—only to accidentally glitch herself into the action
and become an overnight sensation.

